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Results of an experimental study of the following average characteristics of the ~-t-meson 
flux in extensive air showers at sea level are presented: the lateral distribution, the de
pendence of the ~-t-meson flux on shower-size, the energy spectrum in the 5-10 Bev range, 
and the ~-t-meson density spectrum. 

A study of the high-energy ~-t-meson flux in exten
sive air showers (EAS) was carried out from 1958 
to 1960 using the Moscow State University array 
for the comprehensive study of EAS. Results were 
obtained concerning the irregularities in the lateral 
distribution of the ll mesons and the fluctuations in 
the ~-t-meson flux in individual showers. [t-3] Using 
the same array, we have obtained detailed data con
cerning the following average characteristics of the 
~-t-meson flux in EAS: the lateral distribution of the 
ll mesons, the dependence of the ~-t-meson flux on 
the shower size, the energy spectrum of ll mesons in 
the 5-10 Bev range, and the density spectrum of 
ll mesons. The large array has enabled us to carry 
out a more thorough study of the above character
istics of ll mesons than had been possible in a num
ber of earlier experiments. [4 •5] 

METHOD AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The study of average characteristics of ll 
mesons in EAS requires the measurement of three 
quantities: the ~-t-meson density, the total number 
of particles N in the shower, and the distance R 
from the shower axis to the ~-t-meson detector. In 
addition, the density of ll mesons with various en
ergies can be measured, so that data on the energy 
spectrum of ll mesons can also be obtained. 

The array which was used to measure these 
quantities was situated partly on the· surface of the 
earth (that part of the array which served to de
termine the shower size and axis location), and 
partly underground <~-t-meson detectors) at the 
depths of 20 and 40 m water equivalent. The mini
mum ~-t-meson energy necessary for penetrating 
to these depths amounted to 5 and 10 Bev respec
tively. Both underground laboratories were situ
ated on one vertical line, below the center of the 
array detecting the EAS on the surface of the earth. 
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FIG. 1. /L-meson detector. 

The underground laboratories have been described 
in detail in [1]. 

The array for the detection of EAS consists of 
a large number of hodoscoped Geiger-Muller 
counters placed in groups at points forming the 
geometric array described in detail in [2]. The 
method of shower-size determination and axis lo
cation using such an array has already been de
scribed. [s, 7] 

Hodoscoped Geiger-Muller counters shielded 
by lead and iron served as the ~-t-meson detectors 
in the underground laboratories. At the depth of 
20 m w .e., we used the detector described in [2]. 

At the depth of 40 m w.e., the same detector was 
used from 1958 to 1959, while, in 1960, the detec
tor shown in Fig. 1 was substituted. The hodoscope 
used has been described by Korablev.[B] 

The study of the ~-t-meson flux density at differ
ent distrances from the shower axis and in showers 
of different size made it necessary to trigger the 
array by different selection systems. Table I pre
sents general data on the triggering systems of 
the array that were used in different variants of 
the experiment. The results obtained using sys
tems 2 and 3 have been published earlier.C3J 

RESULTS 

For showers selected by means of triggering 
systems 1 and 2, the shower size and the axis lo
cation on the surface of the earth were determined 
for each shower. The detected showers were di
vided into the following groups with respect to 
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Table I. 

Distance from the 
triggering system 

to the array Range of distances 
System center, m R,m 

1 0 > 20 

2 25 22-27 

3 100 70-130 

4 250 200-300 

5 0 < 25 

shower size N and the distance R from the inter
section of the shower axis with the surface of the 

Range ofN Method of shower selection 

105-5 ·107 According to electron density. Sixfold coin-
cidences, u = 0.132 m2 

104-6 ·105 According to electron density. Sixfold 
coincidences, u·= 0.132 m2 

5·104-106 According to high-energy electrons. Core 
selector+ double coincidence, a = 0.264 m2 

2 ·106-107 Aocording to electron density. Sixfold 
coincidence system, u = 330 cm2 

1o•-1as Single p. meson with energy > 10 Bev on an 
area of 4. 75 m2 + twofold coincidence in 
laboratory x[ 1], u = 0.264 m2 • 

earth to the vertical passing through the 1J. meson 
detectors. 

llN: 1104-1051105-6·10fii2·105-1·10611·106-2.100I2·10o-4.10o\ 4·106-10'1 >10' 
llR m: 22-27 22-27 20-40 20-40 20~40 20-40 20-40 

' 60-100 60-100 60-100 60-100 
100-160 100-160 

The M -meson density for each shower group 
was determined according to the formula 

n 

p = ~m;/ns, 
i=l 

(1) 

where mi is the number of discharged counters in 
the lower (or middle) counter tray of the detector 
in Fig. 1 in the i-th shower, n is the number of 
showers in the group, and s the total area of the 
counter of the lower (or middle) detector tray. 
Eq. (1) is correct if mi « M (where M is the total 
number of counters of the lower or middle detector 
tray) a condition which was always satisfied during 
the experiments. The contribution of the electron
photon component in equilibrium with the 1J. -meson 
flux to the number of discharged counters was not 
greater than 10% for the counters of the lower 
tray, and 1% for the counters of the middle tray. 

The statistical errors ~ in the M meson flux 
density were calculated for mi = 0, 1 according to 
the formula 

(2) 

and for larger values of mi according to the for
mula 

L1p = YD (p)ln, (3) 

where D (p) is the dispersion of the distribution 
Q ( p', p ) of the values p' with respect tort. The 
distribution Q (p', p) has been studied in il. Using 
this distribution, and from the following 

D (p) = ~(p~-p)2 Q(p;, p) (4) 
i 

we find D (p) = 1.2p2• Hence, 
n 

(3') 
i=1 

The 1J. -meson flux density given by Eq. (1) was 
referred to the mean arithmetic value of N and R 
of the corresponding shower group. To identical 
intervals D.N and D.R correspond average values 
of N and R differing by not more than 20%. 

The densities of M. mesons with energy E :::: 5 
and E :::: 10 Bev obtained for the two distance 
ranges D.R from 20-40 m (R = 25 m) and from 

10 p.m~ 

N 

FIG. 2. Dependence of the p.-meson flux density on the 
total number of particles in the shower for a given distance 
from the shower axis: o -for E ~ 5 Bev, X - for E > 10 Bev. 
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10 P<•>· m-• p (R) =~<I> (r, R) f (r) dr = f (R), (5) 

f 

0.1 

r,m1 

10 tOO fOOO 

FIG. 3. Lateral distribution of IL mesons in EAS with 
2 x 105 particles and 6 x 106 particles. o, e, • - density of IL 
mesons with E). 5 Bev, x, t;, o- density of IL mesons with 
E? 10 Bev obtained with the triggering systems 1, 3, and 4 
respectively, A- density of IL mesons withE ~10 Bev ob
tained for showers with· known zenith angle. 

60-100 m (R = 80 m) and for different shower 
sizes are shown in Fig. 2. If we take the function 
p( N) for each distance R as p( N) "' Na, then we 
can obtain the value of a for different E and R 
from Fig. 2 by the least-squares method. Within 
the limits of experimental error, the values of a 
were found to be the same for E ::: 5 and E ::: 10 
Bev, and for R = 25 and 80 m and equal to a = 0. 85 
± 0.10.* 

From the mean values of p for E ::: 5 Bev and 
E ::: 10 Bev, corresponding to the straight lines in 
Fig. 2, we can obtain the exponent y on the inte
gral ~-t-meson spectrum in the 5-10 Bev range: 
y = 0.5 ± 0.1 for R = 25 m, and 'Y = 0.67 ± 15 for 
R = 80 m. 

The independence of a from the distance R in 
the range A R = 25-80 m indicates that the lateral 
distribution of the 1-£ -meson flux in that same range 
is independent of the shower size. From Fig. 2 we 
can obtain data on the function p(R ). The lateral 
distribution function of 1-£ mesons may, however, 
be different from the function p ( R ). In fact, the 
spectrum <I>( r, R) of possible distances r from 
the I! -meson detector to the shower axis corre
sponds to a given distance R on the surface of the 
earth. The distance r is different for different 
angles 6 and cp of the shower axis. The I! -meson 
density detected in the experiment was 

*The value of ~ = 0.6 ± 0.1 given in[s] is less reliable, 
since it was obtained from two points only. 

where f ( r) is the I! -meson lateral distribution 
function. 

It can be shown that, for a zenith-angle distri
bution of the type IQcos80 d cos6 and for f ( r) 
"' r -n where n :S 1, the values of f ( R) do not dif
fer from the values of f(R) by more than 10% for 
R > H, where H is the depth of the I! -meson de
tector. For an experimental distribution of p(R) 
represented by the formula p(R) "'R-n, we ob
tain from Fig. 2 n ;S 1, where AR = 25-80 m. 
We can, therefore, assume with an accuracy of 
10% that the distribution p(R) for R > 25 m is the 
true lateral distribution of the I! mesons. In order 
to obtain complete data on the lateral distribution 
function of the I! mesons, measurements of the 

1-£ -meson density were carried out at distances 
r < 25 m and r > 100 m. 

For a small number of showers, the zenith 
angle of the shower axis was found in [3] from the 
data of the diffusion chamber placed at the surface 
of the earth, and the density of I! mesons with en
ergies E ::: 10 Bev were obtained at distances 
r = 4 and 10m. These data are shown in Fig. 3 
for showers with N = 2 x 105• 

On the periphery of the shower, the ~-£-meson 
density with E ::: 5 Bev and E ::: 10 Bev was ob
tained by means of triggering systems 3 and 4. The 
triggering system 3 enabled us to study ~-£-meson 
densities at distances r = 100 m in showers with 
N = 2 x 105, the results being shown in Fig. 3. 
(The reduction of the data obtained with the trigger
ing system 3 has been described in [3].) 

The triggering system 4 enabled us to study the 
~-£-meson density at a distance r = 250 m in showers 
with N = 6 x 106• In selecting the showers using 
the triggering system 4, it was necessary that the 
density Pe of all charged particles on the surface 
of the earth above the ~-t-meson detectors be within 
the range 1-5 m-2, (which meant that 9 to 45 
counters out of 264 with an area a = 330 em 2 were 
discharged). The number of particles N and the 
distance r was not determined for individual 
showers. For the showers selected by the trigger
ing system 4, the mean number of particles in a 
shower N and the mean distance r were calculated 
using the formulae 

fi = ~ ~NW (N, r) p (N, r) dN dr, 

r =~~rW(N, r) p(N, r)dNdr, (6) 

where W ( N, r) is the detection probability of a 
shower such that 1 :S Pe :S 5 m - 2 for the trigger
ing system 4, and p( N, r) is the density of the 1-£ 
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mesons in a shower of size N at a distance r 
from the shower axis. The probability W ( N, r) 
could be calculated knowing the lateral distribution 
functions of all charged particles in the shower.[s] 
It was assumed that p( N, r) = kN°· 85 r -n. 

The mean values of N and r were calculated 
for various values of n ( n = 1, 2, 3 ). The calcula
tion showed that the .mean values of N and r vary 
little as n varies from 1 to 3, and, in particular, 
r agrees to an accuracy of 15% with the distance 
from the triggering system 4 to the ~-meson de
tectors equal to 250 m. The calculation of the con
tribution of showers with different N and r to the 
number of detected ~ mesons showed that showers 
with N from 2 x 106 to 10 x 106 and with r from 
200 to 300 m contribute 70%. The density of the ~ 
mesons with energy E ~ 5 Bev and ~ 10 Bev for 
N = 6 X 106 and r = 250 m is shown in Fig. 3. 

We have thus obtained the lateral distribution 
of the ~ mesons with energy E ~ 5 and ~ 10 Bev 
at distances from 4 to 250 m, as shown in Fig. 3. 
This lateral distribution can well be described by 
the function 

p (N, r) = kN"r-n exp (- r2/r~), (7) 

where n = 0. 7 ± 0.1, a= 0.85 ± 0.1, and 

k = 5.8 .w-e., 
k =4.1·10-5 , 

ro = 195 ± 15 for E > 5 Bev, 
ro = 155 ± 15 forE> 10Bev. 

The distributions (7) for N = 2 x 105 and N = 6 
x 106 are shown in Fig. 3 by solid lines. 

Using distribution (7), we shall calculate the 
total flux of ~ mesons with energies E ~ 5 and 
~ 10 Bev in EAS. We have 

00 

Nor = ~ kN"r-n exp (- r2/r~) 2rr.rdr 
0 • 

= rr.kr~-n f (1- n/2) Na.. (8) 

For E ~ 5 Bev we find N~ = 0.24 N°· 85 and for 
E ~ 10 Bev we have N~ = 0.13 ~· 85 • 

The calculated total number of ~mesons* shows 
that the exponent 'Y of the integral ~-meson energy 
spectrum over the whole shower is equal to 1 in 
the 5-10 Bev energy range. 

We have studied the spectrum of EAS accom
panied by m ~ mesons traversing a detector with 
a given area s. This spectrum is related to the 
~-meson density spectrum I ( p) dp = Bp -K'-l dp in 
the following way: 

*The distributions k1 exp (-r/r1) or k2r-n exp (-r/r2), for 
which k1 2 and r1 2 were so chosen as to approximate the ex
periment~llaterai distribution in the range r > 80 m, give a 
result differing from Eq. (8) by not more than 10-15%. 

00 

I (m, s) = ~ Bp-x'-1 (ps)me<-P•ldp/ml 

Pm 

co 

,= Bs><' ~ xm-x'-le-xdx/mt. (9) 
Pm s 

For ~ mesons with energy E ~ 10 Bev, the 
spectrum I ( m, s) was obtained with the triggering 
systems 1 and 5. The experimental values of I ( m) 
for detector areas s equal to 3.15 and 6.3 m2 re
spectively are shown in Fig. 4. In the figure, the 
m-1 scale is logarithmic to facilitate comparison 
with Eq. (11). 

For s = 6.3 m2 and m > 7, the spectra I( m) 
obtained with triggering systems 1 and 5 coincide. 
For the same value of s but for m < 7, the spec
tra are different. The spectrum I ( m < 7 ) ob-

[(m-1 

fOOD 

fOO 
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10 

FIG. 4. Spectra l(m, s) for different E and s: 0 - E ~ 10 
Bev, s = 3.15 m2, triggering system 1; •- E ~ 10 Bev, 
s = 6.3 m2, triggering system 1; 6.- E ~ 10 Bev, s = 6.3 m2 , 

triggering system 5; dots- E? 5 Bev, s = 3.15 m2; dot
dash - E p 10 Bev, s = 6.3 m2, triggering system 1. The y 
axis represents the number of events in 1000 hours. 
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Table n. 
m 

I /( :> m) 

s = 6,3 m2 J s = 3,15m2' 
x' 

7 539 146 L9±0,18 
8 390 107 1.86±0.2 
9 297 77 1.95±0.25 

10 238 60 2~0±0.3 
13 116 30 2,0±0.4 

tained with system 1 is shown in Fig. 4 by the 
dashed line. The values of I ( m < 7 ) obtained with 
system 5 are shown in Fig. 4 by triangles. 

The dependence of the selection system on the 
spectrum I ( m) can be described qualitatively by 
introducing the minimum J.t-meson density Pm 
which will still be detected by the triggering sys
tem. The triggering systems 1 and 5 have differ
ent Pm· However, for m > 7 ( s = 6.3 m 2 ), both 
triggering systems give identical results. This 
means that the contribution of densities p ...., Pm to 
the number of events with m > 7 is not important. 
In such a case, we can set Pm = 0. Equation (9) 
then simplifies to 

I (m, s) = Bsx' (m- x'- 1)1/m!, 

x' =log [h (m, St)II2 (m, s2)l/log (st/s2). (10) 

Table II presents the integral spectra I ( > m) 
for ll mesons with E 2: 10 Bev and for two values 
of s, obtained during 1000 hours of operation. In 
the same table, the values of K' calculated accord
ing to Eq. (10) are given. The mean value of K' 

for the range 7:::: m:::: 15 is K' = 1.95 ± 0.1. As
suming K' = 2, we obfain from Eq. (10) 

I (m, s'r = Bs2 (m- 1)-3• (11) 

The straight lines ot Fig. 4, with exponent equal 
to 3, are in good agreement with the experimental 
spectrum in the range 3 :::: m :::: 50 for s = 6.3 m2• 

The shape of the spectrum I ( m ) for 11 mesons 
with energy E 2: 5 Bev coincides, within the limits 
of error, with the spectrum I( m ) for E 2: 10 Bev. 
In Fig. 4, the spectrum I( m) for s = 3.15 m2, 

E 2: 5 Bev is denoted by a dashed line. Thus, the 
exponent of the density spectrum of 11 mesons with 
energy E 2: 10 Bev and E 2: 5 Bev has the value 
K' = 1.95 ± 0.1 ~ 2. The coefficient B is Bj = 0.8 
hour-1m-4 for E 2: 10 Bev and B2 = 1.3 hour-1 m-4 

for E 2: 5 Bev. 
The value of K' obtained in studying the spec

trum I ( m ) is simply related to the exponent K of 
the size spectrum of showers and to the exponent 
a in Eq. (7). If the size spectrum is F ( N) dN 
= AN-K-1 dN, and the 11-meson density is connected 
with r and N by Eq. (7), then the f.J,-meson density 
spectrum is 

m I J(:>m) J 
s ,= 6,3 m2 \ s == a, 15 m2 

x' 

15 80 21 1.93±0,48 
20 40 12 -
30 11 5 -
40 6 3 -
50 3 1 -

I (p) dp = Bp-x/a-1 dp, 
co' 

B = Aa-Ikxfa2:n: ~· r [rn exp (r2/?o)J-xfadr. (12) 
0 

The experimentally obtained value K' = K/a is in 
good agreement with the value a = 0. 85 for 
K = 1.65. 

The factor A can be determined for K = 1.65 
from the intensity of EAS of a given size given 
in [1o]. We find A = 1.25 x 106 hour-1 m-2• Substi
tuting the values n, a, and k from (7) into Eq. 
(12), we find B1 = 0. 72 hour-1 m -4, which agrees 
with the experimental value of B1• 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

We compare the results obtained. with the data 
of Andronikashvili and Bibilashvili [ 5] and Fukui 
et al [11] on the f.J,-meson flux with energy 5-10 
Bev in EAS at sea level. Data of the Tokyo group 
on the lateral distribution of 11 mesons with 
E 2: 5 Bev at distances r < 100 m from the shower 
axis are in good agreement with the data of the 
present experiment, both with respect to the abso
lute number of the 11 mesons and with respect to 
the shape of the lateral distribution. 

The results of Andronikashvili and Bibilashvili 
contradict the present data. In Fig. 3, the lateral 
distribution of 11 mesons from [5] is shown by a 
dashed line. Analytically, this distribution can be 
written in the form 

p (r) = 0.6 exp (- r2jr~), r 0 =41.7m. 

As can be seen from Fig. 3, this distribution is 
much narrower than the lateral distribution ob
tained in the present experiment. The difference 
in the energy of the ll mesons investigated (cor
responding to a depth of observation of 65 and 
40 m w.e.) cannot explain the discrepancy. It is 
possible that the results of[5J are due to an inac
curate determination of the shower size at differ
ent distances from the shower axis because of the 
small size of the array used at sea level for de
tecting the EAS. 

We shall, moreover, discuss which factor 
should play the main role in producing the observed 
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difference in the lateral distribution of high-energy 
11. mesons. Khristiansen [12] has calculated the 
lateral distribution of 11. mesons with energy 
E ~ 1.5 x 1010 ev due to multiple scattering of 
particles in the atmosphere and their deflection in 
the earth's magnetic field. This distribution is 
shown in Fig. 3 by the dot-dash line. As can be 
seen from Fig. 3, the Coulomb scattering and the 
deflections in the earth's magnetic field cannot 
play a determining role in producing the discrep
ancy. A more probable main reason for the ob
served difference is the angular spread of 1r 

mesons in the nuclear interactions. 
Let us estimate what transverse momentum 

must be gained by the 1r mesons in the nuclear in
teractions in order to explain the effect. For this 
we use the following approximate relation between 
the effective height h of 1r-meson production, the 
radius r of the 11.-meson shower, the momentum 
p of the detected 11. mesons, and the effective value 
of the transverse momentum p1: 

p .1 = rpfh. (13) 

We assume that the height h can vary from 5 to 
10 km. Then, substituting the values of r and p 
from (7) into (13), we find Pl = 1-2 x 108 ev/c. It 
is interesting to note that the lateral distribution 
of 11. mesons with energy E ~ 6 x 1011 ev obtained 
by Barrett et al, [13] characterized by a radius 
r = 10 m, leads to the value Pl ~ 6 x 108 ev /c. 

The mean energy of nuclear interactions in 
which 11. mesons of E "" 1012 ev are produced is 
about 100 times higher than the energy of interac
tions producing 11. mesons with E ""1010 ev. Thus, 
the experimental data on the lateral distribution 
of 11. mesons of different energies show that the 
mean transverse momentum gained by the 1r 

mesons increases with increasing energy of the 
nuclear interaction. This experimental prediction 
is in good agreement with the predictions of the 
hydrodynamical theory of the interaction of ultra
high-energy particles. [14] 

Comparison of the data of the present experi
ment with those of Barrett et al. [13] also enables 
us to find a more exact energy spectrum of 11. 

mesons in EAS. The spectrum of events involving 
11. mesons with energy E ~ 6 x 102 Bev was found 
to be of the form bN~3 • 4 dNw Assuming that the 
relation between the number of 11. mesons N/1. and 
the total number of particles in the shower N is 
N/1. "" kNa, we can relate the spectrum of events 
with a given size with the spectrum of events with 
a given number of 11. mesons, and obtain the values 
of k and a (see the article of Greisen in [15J). 

However, it has been shown [2, U] that the relation 
between N/1. and N is correct only on the average, 
and that the number of 11. mesons in showers with 
a given N fluctuates. If these fluctuations are 
taken into account in estimating N/1., the number 
of 11. mesons in EAS with given N decreases. 
Therefore, the estimate of the number of 11. mesons 
with E ~ 6 x 102 Bev given in [15] (60 11. mesons per 
shower with N = 106) should be regarded as the 
upper limit for Nw Using the number of 11. mesons 
with energy E ~ 10 Bev found in present experi
ment, and the estimate of the number of 11. mesons 
with energy E ~ 6 x 102 Bev from [15], we find that 
the exponent of the integral energy spectrum of 11. 

mesons in the range of E = 10-600 Bev should be 
'Y ~ 1.4. 

Assuming the spectrum of 11. mesons to be of 
the form 

f (E) dE_ { k1E-2dE for E = 5 +-10 Bev 
~ - kzE-2•4dE for E >- 10 Bev 

we obtain an energy of the 11. mesons with E ~ 5 
Bev equal to 7.2 x 1014 ev in a shower with N = 106• 

The energy of the particle producing a shower with 
N = 106 amounts to E = 1016 ev, according to the 
usual estimate. Consequently, the energy of the 
11.-meson flux with E ~ 5 Bev amounts to ,...,7% of 
the primary particle energy.* 
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